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TRANSCRIPT

Layering and Glazing with Multiple Colours

Welcome to the studio! Today we are gonna be dying a technique that I called layering, or you can call it glazing. 
The idea behind layering colours or glazing with colours is to apply really really thin layers of colour to the skein, 
so that you can see the nuance and the interest and the difference between all those colours appear in this skein 
without it fully being one colour or another colour. 

So here’s some examples that I can hopefully show you. This is a skein of our Mohair Silk DK, and we dyed this in a 
colour called Magician. And so there’s layers of, you can see there’s some purple in here, there’s some blue in here, 
though overall this skein looks sorta light purple. But there’s a lot of different things going on in this particular 
skein. 

Similarly this is another colour that we dyed called Strawberry Tea. And it does the same sort of effect, there’s some 
browns in here, there’s some reds. Overall, it looks like a pinky-red-brown kind of colour way. But there’s some 
coral’s in here, some orange, some plums. There’s lots of different things going on in this one skein. This is the 
same yarn as with the Strawberry Tea but it’s dyed in a different colour. 

This is kind of a brown colour, it’s kind of a neutral colour. We call this Copper, but it has some warm browns in it, 
it has some olive greens to it. Lots of different things are happening in these skeins. And so, overall, you can see 
overall, these skeins have a hue, they have a colour, that you would sort of describe it as, but they also have a lot 
of nuance and a lot of interest and a lot of complexity that’s happening in these skeins. So I’m gonna show you the 
technique that we use in order to make that happen. 

So in order to make a skein that has this layered or glazed appearance, we are gonna be looking at some of the 
variables that we talked about about dying. So the five variables of dying. The things that we can sort or modify 
or manipulate with those variables can produce these kind of yarns. So the variables that I’m thinking of are how 
much water is in the pot. I’m thinking about when the acid is added. And I’m also thinking about how much heat is 
in the pot. So I’m looking at different ways to make sure that the dye sticks to the yarn quickly and produces kind 
of like an overall blotchy affect. Because what I want for the yarn to do, is for the yarn to pick up the first colour in 
an uneven way. So there will be some areas that have more dye and other areas that will be lighter in the dye. And 
then when I introduce the yarn back into the pot for a second layer of colour, then that colour will fill in the blanks 
of the lighter sections and then maybe produce its own darker section and its own lighter sections. And so, creating 
overall a blotchy affect with each layer that we produce. 

So when you’re looking at the final skein, you’ll see that some colours will become more intense and other colours 
become more subdued. The other thing that you’ll have to remember when you’re doing this technique is that every 
layer of colour that you apply is like a transparent glaze. So you can see what’s underneath the colour that you’re 
applying. So every colour that you put on top will blend and mix with the colours that have come before it.


